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CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION 

 

During the internship, the writer found out that English was an important 

language. Nowadays, English becomes lingua franca. In Indonesia itself, English is as 

foreign language. The writer realizes that by mastering English, it will help her to 

communicate with people who do not speak the same local language. 

After the internship, the writer gets new experience as a news staff. She had 

learned many things about journalism and has challenge herself in new work environment. 

She has learnt how to be a good journalist. Since English Business was the writer‟s major 

in English Diploma, there were some subjects that have helped her during her internship.  

The writer was interested in journalism since she was in high school. By doing 

internship as a news staff at Sakti TV Madiun, she is able to experience a job field that she 

interested in. During the internship, as a news staff, she translated news in video and made 

it into a good lead-in and news packages as her main duties. For the additional duties, she 

made rundown, voice-over, and got some wardrobes. The writer chose Sakti TV Madiun 

for her internship because she was born in Madiun and it has become one of developing 

local television stations one of the developing local television stations in Madiun. The 

writer believes it has promising future and it is a good place to learn new things. Most of 

the staffs are young and the writer fells comfortable to work with them, because there is 

not big gap between them.  
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This local television station has given such an unforgettable memories and 

experience for the writer. The staffs are kind and easy going. They also have given lots of 

advices and guidance during the writer‟s internship. They have taught the writer new 

things and corrected the writer whenever she has made mistakes. The writer has also been 

able share her interest about journalism world with them. The writer is also offered to be a 

reporter at Sakti TV Madiun when she graduates. Sakti TV Madiun is highly suggested 

for students who want to have the experience to be become a journalist in Madiun. 
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